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Write the focus question in your own words.

Concepts and Theories Discussion 

Events and Objects Records & Transformations

The student makes a
a representation of a
theoretical model to
describe the problem.

Theoretical
Model-Building

The model must 
address salient features

of the focus question

The student organizes a
small piece of “nature,”
designed to correspond
to the theoretical model.

Methodological
Model-Building

The student is studying
the representation, 

using nature as the lab.

Was it a useful question?
Was my model correct?

Was my method good enough?
Was my analysis appropriate?

Theoretical
Analysis

This is where the student
does tne most important

critical thinking.

The student makes records
of the events, and then

transforms the records into
more useful forms.

Methodological
Analysis

Tables of observations
Graphs of measurements

Calculations, etc.

1.

2. 5. 

3. 4.
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Materials: small quantities of NaBr, NaCl, and NaI; small quantity of sodium thiosulfate; 
hydrogen peroxide, 5 test tubes (25 mL); 15 mL water; 15 mL 0.5 M H2SO4; timer

1. FOCUS QUESTION

From which halogen is it easiest for oxygen to remove electrons? From which halogen is it the 
most difficult to remove electrons?

2. CONCEPTS AND THEORIES

Consider four representative non-metals: oxygen, bromine, chlorine, and iodine. Oxygen 
has the greatest electronegativity, with χ = 3.5. Halogen ions are present in the compounds 
sodium bromide (Br–), sodium chloride (Cl–), and sodium iodide ( I–). The “ide” indicates that 
the halogen atoms already have one extra electron, so their valence shells are full. Oxygen is 
provided by the hydrogen peroxide, H2O2.

Compare the core charges, radii, and electronegativities of bromine, chlorine, iodine, and 
oxygen. Predict a scientific answer for the focus question. Write your prediction in a paragraph, 
using the words core charge, valence electrons, and radius.

3. EVENTS AND OBJECTS (including safety)

 Safety goggles and gloves are required. Halogens can irritate the skin and nasal 
passages. Use wafting to smell the halogens cautiously, and do not inhale. Avoid skin contact 
with all solutions. Clean up splashes immediately.

1. Add NaBr to the first test tube, NaCl to the second, and NaI to the third. 

2. Add 5 mL of 0.5 M H2SO4 to each test tube. Agitate until the solids dissolve. 

3. Get ready to time the reaction. Add 5 mL of H2O2 to each test tube. Record the time it takes 
for the reaction to occur. 

4. Observe for the next 5 min. Waft some of the air above the test tube toward your nose and 
smell cautiously. 

5. To dispose of the chemicals, add sodium thiosulfate solution to each test tube. The colour of 
each solution should disappear. Discard chemicals as directed by your teacher. Clean your 
glassware and lab station. 

4. RECORDS AND TRANSFORMATIONS

Record your detailed observations, including the time for each reaction to occur.

5. DISCUSSION

1. From which halogen was oxygen most able to remove an electron? From which halogen 
was oxygen least able to remove an electron?

2. Of the four non-metal elements, which element had the greatest ability to attract and hold 
electrons?

3.  Sodium thiosulfate contains sulfur atoms. Can halogen atoms take electrons from sulfur 
atoms? Explain why or why not.
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